
4 Év�a� Paló� Bistoran� Men�
Parádi út 8., Mátrafüred I 3232, Hungary, Matrafuered

+36204494444 - http://palocetterem.hu

A comprehensive menu of 4 Évszak Palóc Bistorant from Matrafuered covering all 16 dishes and drinks can be
found here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What Lilla Simon Zsebeházi likes about 4 Évszak Palóc Bistorant:
We arrived here after a short train ride, where we were greeted by friendly service. The food was delicious.
Service: Dine in Meal type: Lunch Price per person: Ft 6,000–8,000 Food: 5 Service: 5 Atmosphere: 5 read

more. You can use the WLAN of the place free of charge, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit
outside and eat and drink. The rooms on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for clientele with

wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What Róbert Pázmándy doesn't like about 4 Évszak Palóc Bistorant:
Communication is not very friendly at first. Although the place could be nice to look at... The waiter was nice, he
just forgot to bring things, for example cutlery for the guest who didn't have it ready in advance, or the requested
straw, which we indicated he didn't bring for one of the children's drinks. The menu has photos, which helps you

choose, but the food doesn't come as you see it. Souvid's gypsy steak look... read more. At 4 Évszak Palóc
Bistorant from Matrafuered you can try delicious vegetarian meals, in which no animal meat or fish was

processed, Likewise, the customers of the restaurant prefer the comprehensive selection of various coffee and
tea specialities that the restaurant provides. There are also exquisite menus available, typical for Europe, here

they serve a diverse brunch in the morning.
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Appet�er�
EMPANADAS

P�z�
SIMA

Japanes� specialtie�
BENTO

Ho� drink�
TEA

Desser�
PANNA COTTA

SOHAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SOUP

Coffe�
ESPRESSO

CAPPUCCINO

COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

MEAT

CRUDE

DUCK

PORK MEAT
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